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Stallion to boost rice production to 
1.5 million tonnes annually

Rice imports readied despite bull-
ish grains outlook

Nigeria- A farm division of Stallion West African 
conglomerate, Popular Farms & Mills Limited 
recently established collection centers across rice 
producing states in Adamawa, Taraba, Benue, 
Niger, Kaduna, Kano, Jigawa, Sokoto, Zamfara and 
Kebbi to not only help farmers embrace modern 
farming techniques but help distribute farm inputs 
through farmers cooperatives and associations to 
inspire rice revolution in Nigeria. Read more

Cambodia- China has agreed to increase its 
import quota for Cambodian milled rice to 300,000 
tons in 2018, up from 200,000 tons in 2017, Prime 
Minister Hun Sen wrote on his Facebook page on 
Wednesday after returning from a four-day trip to 
China.
Cambodia produced over 9 million tons of paddy 
rice a year. With this amount, it has more than 
3 million tons of milled rice left over for annual 
export, according to the Agriculture Ministry.. 
Readv more

Philippine-The National Food Authority 
Council, which regulates the state-grain buyer the 
National Food Authority (NFA) did not specify an 
amount, but demand from the Philippines, one of 
the world’s biggest rice importers, could underpin 
prices in its main suppliers and major exporters 
Thailand and Vietnam.
The NFA had been seeking the council’s approval 
to import as much as 250,000 tons under govern-
ment-to-government schemes with Vietnam and 
Thailand. The committee which decides on the 
amount to be imported meets on Thursday.
“The NFA will shift from government to govern-
ment importation to government to private impor-
tation, a move that is more competitive, less corrupt 
and transparent,” the NFA Council said in a state-
ment. Read more
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Cambodia- In a post to his official facebook 
page, Hun Sen detailed a conversation he had with 
Chinese president Xi Jinping, who said China 
would increase its imports of Cambodian rice from 
the previously agreed limit of 200,000 tonnes a 
year to 300,000 tonnes in 2018. The message also 
said Xi expressed hope that bilateral trade between 
the two countries would reach $6 billion by 2020. 
Read more

Thailand- Deputy Minister for Commerce 
Sonthirat Sonthijirawong has said his office is 
hopeful for rice prices this year but that more 
factors have to be considered before concluding 
whether or not the produce will hit 10,000 baht a 
ton within this year.
 The ministry is currently in talks with the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Cooperatives to find ways to 
reduce the costs for growing rice, whether by 
cutting costs for fertilizer or seeds, so that growers 
will receive a higher profit margin.
 At the same time, it wants farmers to maintain the 
quality of their crops as high quality rice would 
help push up prices. Read more
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Vietname- Last month Vietnam exported over 
140,000 tons of fragrant rice, with 36% of it going 
to the Chinese market, which made China the 
largest importer of this kind of grain.
Ivory Coast and Ghana were the second and third 
largest importers of Vietnamese fragrant rice 
last month with each buying about 30,000 tons. 
Singapore and Malaysia were also among the top 
fragrant rice markets of Vietnam in April but their 
import volumes were insignificant.
The country’s total fragrant rice exports in Janu-
ary-April amounted to over 355,000 tons, with 
China alone accounting for a staggering 46%. Ivory 
Coast, Ghana, Malaysia and Singapore were also 
major importers of Vietnamese fragrant rice in the 
first four months of the year. Read more

Vietname- The inventory volume has reached 
nearly 1 million tons. Not only Vietnam, but 
Thailand also has millions of tons of rice in 
excess. The latter plans to sell eight million tons in 
stockpile. This means that Vietnam would have to 
compete with Thailand to sell rice.
Nguyen Van Don, director of Viet Hung Company 
in Tien Giang said it is even more difficult to export 
rice in 2017 than the last year. The company still 
had not signed any export contract by the end of 
March. It now just gathers strength to deliver rice 
under contracts signed in 2016.
“The market is unpredictable. However, it would 
be very difficult to find buyers this year. While the 
supply is profuse, Vietnam’s loyal markets such as 
the Philippines and Indonesia now can feed them-
selves, while other markets have tightened control 
over the import quality,” he said. Read more

India- The Indian Meteorological department 
(IMD) has said that the southwest monsoon will 
hit Kerala on May 30. Normally, the monsoon 
season begins here on June 1. Though Palakkad 
and Kozhikode recorded a high temperature of 36 
degrees Celsius, IMD has predicted thundershow-
ers and rain over the next five days till May 20.

The onset of southwest monsoon over Kerala sig-
nals the arrival of monsoon over the Indian subcon-
tinent and represents the beginning of rainy season 
in the region. “Normally, monsoon hits our coast on 
June 1. Based on the indigenously developed sta-
tistical model, we have found that the date will be 
May 30 this time. The model has an error of plus or 
minus four days,” said IMD officials.   Read more

China- China’s food and drug authority has 
approved a clinical trial of human blood protein 
yielded from transgenic rice seeds, which could 
lead to large-scale production of much-needed 
plasma. 
Human serum albumin is widely used in surgery. 
A Chinese research team led by Yang Daichang, 
an expert on China’s national “Thousand Talent” 
program, has researched using rice seeds to produce 
human serum albumin for 12 years.  Read more

Malaysia- Bulog has stocked more than 2 million 
tons of rice, 320,000 tons of sugar, 207,000 liters of 
vegetable oil, 62 tons of garlic, 60 tons of shallots 
and 37,500 tons of meats—almost all of which is 
buffalo meat from India.
“More shallots and garlic will come from local 
and foreign farmers to fulfill the demand,” he said.  
Read more

Philippine- The National Food Authority Coun-
cil ordered the NFA management to sign the re-
maining import permits from the 2016 minimum 
access volume, Cabinet Secretary Leoncio Evasco 
said Wednesday.
“We ordered the NFA management to sign the re-
maining import permits covering 54,000 metric 
tons from the 2016 MAV that are already in our 
domestic ports, and publish the extension until June 
for the remaining 20,000 metric tons to augment 
our industry stocks,” Evasco said in a statement  
Read more

Vietnam- The Philippines is likely to import an 
additional 250,000 tonnes of rice from Viet Nam 
and Thailand.
The Philippines government on Tuesday said the 
country would import more rice to boost its stocks 
ahead of the lean harvest season.
The National Food Authority Council did not specify 
the quantity, but demand from the   Philippines, one 
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A team of farmers prepare to plant rice seedlings in a 
paddy in Kampot province last year. Pha Lina

Not only Vietnam, but Thailand also has millions of 
tons of rice in excess. The latter plans to sell eight mil-
lion tons in stockpile. This means that Vietnam would 
have to compete with Thailand to sell rice
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Customers walk through a subsidized food bazaar 
operated by Jakarta-owned market operator PD Pasar 
Jaya in Glodok market in West Jakarta. (Antara/April-
io Akbar)
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NEWS BRIEFING
Cambodia’s rice export up 5 pct in first 4 months

Farmers are seen harvesting rice in the Mekong Delta

of the world’s largest rice importers, could underpin 
prices in Thailand and Viet Namits main suppliers 
and major exporters.
The National Food Authority had been seeking the 
council’s approval to import 250,000 tonnes under 
government-to-government schemes with Viet 
Nam and Thailand.
Read more

The Philippines is likely to import an additional 250,000 tonnes of rice from 
Việt Nam and Thailand. - VNA/VNS Photo
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CRF activity

Statistics

Mill Gate Field

Battang Bong 970 845

Siem Reap 680 N/A
Kompong Thom N/A 705
Prey Veng 750 710
Takeo N/A 685

Variety
Price (Riel /Kg)

2. IR

1. Sen Kra Ob

ឯឧ សុខ ពុទ្ធីវុធ ប្រធានសហពន័្បសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា លោកឧកញ៉ា  ហុ៊ន ឡាក ់អនុប្រធាន 

លោកនង វាសនា អនុប្រធាន សមាជិកបករុមប្ររឹកសាភបិាល សមាជិសមាជិកា 

បានចូលរមួក្ុង លវទិកាស្ធីពធីសហប្រតិ្រត្ិការពាណិជ្ជកម្មនិងលទសចរណ៍ កម្ុជា-ចិន 

២០១៧ លៅទធីបករុងល្រ៉ាកាងំ សាធារណរដ្ឋប្រជាមានិតចិន។

លវទិកាលនះបបារព្ល�ើងលបកាមអធិ្រតធីភាពសលម្ចអគ្គមហាលសនា្រតធីលតលជា ហុ៊ន សសន 

នាយករដ្ឋមនន្ធីននបពះរាជាណាចបកកម្ុជា។ ជាមយួលវទិកាលនះ មានការលធវើ្រទ្រង្ហា ញ 

លោយអ្កវនិិលោគកម្ុជា លលើវស័ិយល្សេងៗ លដើម្ធី្រង្ហា ញពធីសក្ានុពលននប្រលទសកម្ុ
ជា។

ជាមយួគ្្លនះ លោយមានការសហការជាមយួសាធារណរដ្ឋចិន បពះរាជាណាចបកកម្ុ
ជានរឹង្រលង្កើតនូវភូមវិ្រ្ធម ៌ លៅទធីបករុងល្រ៉ាកាងំ និងមជ្ឈមណ្ឌ លពាណិជ្ជកម្មលៅតាម្រ

ណ្ាលខត្មយួចំនួនរ្រស់ចិនសដលអាចោកត់ាងំ្លិត្លរ្រស់កម្ុជា ្ងសដរ។

សដលបានស្លែងថា រាជរោ្ឋ ភបិាលប្ររឹងសប្រងខ្លែ ងំណាស់ក្ុងការរក

ទធី្សារសបមា្រក់សិ្លកម្ុជា ជាពិលសសអង្ករ។ លៅឱកាសលនាះ 

សលម្ចនាយករដ្ឋមនន្ធី កប៏ានអំពាវនាវ ឲ្យប្រជាពលរដ្ឋសដ

លជាកសិករោដុំះបសរូវទាងំអស់ បតរូវមានភាពលសា្ម ះបតង ់

្លិតបសរូវឲ្យបានល្អ និង ប្រក្រលោយការប្ររុងប្រយត័្ 

លដើម្ធីកំុឲ្យខូចទធី្សារ។ 

សូមស្ា្រប់្រសាសនរ៍្រស់សលម្ច ដូចតលៅ៖

លវទិកាបសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជារមួជាមយួបពរឹត្ិការណ៍សំខ្ន្់រធីលទៀតនរឹងត ្

រូវបបារព្ល�ើងពធីន្ងៃទធី១០ ដល់ន្ងៃទធី១២ សខវចិ្ិកា ឆ្្២ំ០១៧។ 

សហពន័្បសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា រពំរឹងលលើការនាយំកបពរឹត្ិការណ៍ 

្សាភា្ជ ្រ ់ ការយល់ដរឹងកានស់តសុធីជលបរៅក្ុងវស័ិយបសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា 

តាមរយៈអ្កជំនាញ និង បករុមហុ៊នធំៗចូលរមួសចករសំលកអវធីសដល

ខលែួនអនុវត្បានលជាគជយ័ក្ុងលពលកនលែង។

សហពន័្បសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា សហពន័្ចុងលៅកម្ុជា និង បករុមហុ៊ន 

AMB រមួគ្្លរៀ្រចំបពរឹត្ិការណ៍៤ក្ុងលពលសត១។

ន្ងៃទធី២៣ សខឧសភា ឆ្្២ំ០១៧ ្រុគ្គលិកអ្កសបម្រសបមរួលតំ្រន០់៥ 

រ្រស់សហពន័្បសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា បានចៈុជួ្រជាមយួប្រធានសហគ

មនក៍សិកម្មរាលំកសធីចំលរ ើន្ល លដើម្ធីសាកសួរពធី្រញ្ហា សដលមានលៅ

ក្ុងសហគមន ៍ និង្សេពវ្សាយការហាមលប្រើបបាស់និងហាមសចកចា

យថ្ាកំសិកម្មសដលមានសាធាតុ បទធីសធីុកាលែ សសូេល (Tricyclazole) 

សដលសហគមនអឺ៍រ ៉ាុ្រ បានហាមឃាតន់ាចូំលម៨នលអាយលលើសពធី 

0.01g/kg។

បករុមហុ៊ននានា មាន្រំណងចូលរមួកម្មវធិធីលនះ សូមទំនាកទ់ំនង 

លលខ្ធិការដ្ឋនសហពន័្បសរូវអង្ករកម្ុជា។

សហប្រតិ្រត្ិការពាណិជ្ជកម្ម និង េទសចរណ៍ កម្ពុជា-ចិន ២០១៧ ១៦ ឧសភា ២០១៧

Learn more

ប្រសាសន៍ដ៏ខ្ង់ខ្ស់រ្រស់សមម្ចអគ្គមហាេសនា្រតីមតមជា ហ៊ុន សសន នាយករដ្ឋមមន្ី

ការចុះជួ្រជាមួយប្រធានសហគមន៍កសិកម្មរាំេកសីចំមរើនផលអំពីគីមីកសិកម្ម

ដំណើរឆ្ពមះទៅកាន់ វមទិកាសមូវអង្ករ២០១៧ 
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Cambodia Rice Export By RIce Type By 2017
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